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Part 1:

Pg 16. How does your spouse respond when you try to show affection?

Pg 23. Gary talks about the comparison of running your marriage on an empty love
tank to driving your car without oil. Have you been trying to drive the car without oil
or maybe the wrong type of gas for the car? Have you noticed if your spouse
responds differently when you show affection differently?

Pg. 35. A shift that sticks out in your mind where your marriage really set into a
reality. What happened here? What stuck out about it? How did it affect your
relationship? 

Pg 42. He talks about seeing the world from your spouse’s perspective. Why is it
important to look at things this way?

Pg 60. What does quality time actually mean between a couple? What is the most
piece of this emotional connection that so many skip over/miss?
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Pg 63. What are the 5 tips for quality time and listening? Which ones do you find
yourself struggling to do well? Which ones are you good at already?

Pg 82. If physical presence is important to you and viewed as a gift to you, what must
you do?

Part 2: 

Pg 97. What is the difference between requesting things and demanding things? How
do they differ in how love is shown to someone?

Pg 116. Have you experienced times where physical touch (non sexual) enhanced
your relationship? Does something like a long hug or even a simple touch of their
shoulder or arm as you pass by make a difference in their mood toward you?

Pg 123. This one sentence set in stone what my love language is. “The lack of words -
giving someone the ‘silent treatment’- can be devastating.” Nothing could be more
true about me. Have you been able to identify which love language you speak? Why
or how did you discover that one to be yours?
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Pg 138. “Love is something you do for someone else, not something you do for
yourself.” This was an eye opening statement for me, what are your thoughts on this?

After reading this, have you been able to identify your spouse’s love language as
well? Even without them reading it (kudos if you can get them to though), have you
experimented with trying to show affection differently toward them? How did it go? 


